December 2015 saw the 20th anniversary of the signing of the Dayton Peace Accords for Bosnia and Hercegovina. Twenty years on the six non-EU countries of the Western Balkans (Bosnia and Hercegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia, all from former Yugoslavia, plus Albania) aspire to join the Union. The article examines the geographical, linguistic, and historical currents that shaped the region and looks at themes from the last twenty five years that resonate more broadly in international crises today: confronting aggression, the impact of sanctions, "liberal imperialism," weak institutions, the stress of war, identity confusion, and the future of Europe. The article concludes that to avoid a return to violence in the next 20 years, the region needs to be part of wider European governance. For this to be achieved, we need more than two day summits but more pro-active engagement from all sides perhaps returning to the 19th century model of a Congress.
Introduction
"This Serbo-Croat problem endangers the very existence of Yugoslavia. The day the Croats and Slovenes break away, then Yugoslavia will disappear from the map."
1 So wrote Henri Pozzi, a dual French British citizen, in 1935 in his book Black Hand Over Europe. Pozzi, who claimed to have worked for both French and British Intelligence, saw clearly in the 1930s what came to pass briefly during the Second World War and which culminated in the modern break of Yugoslavia in 1991; in a conflict that bemused many in Europe who had enjoyed their 1980s package holidays to the Adriatic coast.
Former Yugoslavia, to many observers, is inexplicable, in the meaning of the word that it defies logic. At the outbreak of the Bosnian war, a Muslim married to a Serb signed up, not for the Bosniak (Muslim) army, but rather the Hrvatsko Vijece Odbrane, the Bosnian Croat army. He felt they were better equipped to defend the Bihać pocket from the Serbs. After the war was over, he was drinking in a bar in the town of Bihać when he was shot and paralysed by a fellow Muslim because he had fought with the Croats, not the Bosniaks. Last year, according to the Austrian newspaper Kurir, the Muslim bodyguard of indicted Bosnian Serb General Ratko Mladić sought asylum in Austria. 2 There are thousands of personal stories such as these, where ethnicity does not confer primary identity, which serve to confuse rather than illuminate.
1 Henri Pozzi, Black Hand Over Europe (London: The Francis Mott Company, 1935), 14.
2 Rafealla Lindorfer and Wilhem Theuretsbacher, "Der bodyguard des kriegverbrechers," Kurier, 4 April 2015, http://kurier.at/chronik/ oesterreich/ex-offizier-von-ratko-mladic-und-admiral-beara-der-bodyguard-des-kriegsverbrechers/123.152.142.
On YouTube last year, a young Bosnian film maker uploaded YUGOSLAVIA, a short film. 3 It starts with a beautiful young woman in red white and blue and wearing the red star around her neck gathering six red roses and tying them in a red white and blue bow, uniting the six republics of Yugoslavia into a beautiful bouquet. She greets two young children, and then darkness and the sounds of shells. The young woman is bloodied and confused and is seen kneeling in front of a firing squad of six blindfolded gunman. Each blindfold has a word written on it: Falsehood, Money, Corruption, Nationalism, Religion, and Power. They shoot the girl and then Nationalism steps forward to fire the last shot that kills Yugoslavia. The two young children have watched and come forward to remove the blindfolds from the gunmen who now see the beauty they have killed. The children then take the bunch of roses and separate them and replant them. This Yugo-nostalgic video is powerful and raises so many questions. How perfect was Yugoslavia in reality? 4 What was the cause of the destruction of the country? One comment under the video suggests the international community should be one of the gunmen. Looking forward is the implication that the countries should come together again, raising the question: Is "Euroslavia," as some people call it, the solution for the future? There are several themes drawn from more than two decades of personal experience of Balkans engagement that resonate more broadly in the unresolved international crises of today:
• the perennial impact of physical geography shaping both cultural and historical understanding,
• myth rewritten as history,
• the failure to confront aggression with a believable commensurate response from the outset,
• the unintended criminal consequences of sanctions,
• the relativity of collective post-traumatic stress,
• the failure of liberal imperialism,
• weak institutions (both international and local),
• identity confusion, and
• most relevant in 2016, the future of Europe.
The recent elections in Serbia have been hailed as a vote for continuing reform towards European Union (EU) accession, but the performance of the Serbian radicals shows that there remains a hard core opposition to this path. Europe and the West should be looking forward to what can save them from losing the life of even "one Pomeranian soldier," as Bismarck put it in the 19th century, in the future of this volatile region. 5 For small diverse neighbouring states to live in harmony, there is a need for a supra-structure. For the Western Balkans, this is currently the European Union. Indeed today's nationalists and isolationists would do well to learn one clear lesson from the Balkans: the human and financial cost of conflict borne of nationalism lasts for generations and, in keeping with cliché, repeats itself, not least in the conspiracy-laden world of the Balkans. In Western Europe, after the Second World War, the aim never to repeat the horrors of war was a driving force towards a more peaceful co-existence. The migration and terrorism crises of today, and the Brexit vote, threaten that co-existence as nationalist rhetoric overrides compassion and a sense of collective responsibility and accountability. In times of crisis, countries, like organisations and people, turn in on themselves and seek to protect what is deemed dear to them thus often losing a true sense of perspective. Our leaders, politicians, and media commentators would all benefit from understanding the psychology of responding to a crisis.
In many ways, the Western Balkans, in the challenges it faces, is a microcosm of the world: climate change brings devastating floods; corruption is endemic; nationalism festers; religious tensions continue; the media is partial; migrants pour through; organised crime flourishes; politicians are Balkans remain an unsolved European riddle, and in our lifetimes they have displayed real savagery. In 1992, Lord Owen, erstwhile British Foreign Secretary, was based in Geneva as peace negotiator for the emerging Yugoslav crisis. He was given a book by some Yugoslav academics with maps of the region through history. At the end was a blank map with the instruction: "Now draw your own." If you turn a map of Europe, without borders, on its head (Figure 1 ), you will see how the Balkans are a fundamental part of Europe and part of the funnel that leads to the more prosperous West, where fertile geography and mild climate have enabled prosperity and acted as a magnet to those who are less well off.
The land on which we live has always shaped us. It has shaped the wars, the power, the politics and social development of the peoples that inhabit nearly every part of the earth […] The physical realities that underpin national and international politics are too often disregarded both in writing about history and in contemporary reporting of world affairs. Geography is clearly a fundamental part of the why as well as the what. Geography hampered mobility and created micro-cultures and dialectical differences. On a topographical map of the Balkans, today's borders do not always follow geographically natural boundaries ( Figure 2 ). Equally if there were an academically agreed map on a linguistic lay down of languages and dialects, it would show that these follow neither topographical features nor current state borders. The borders on a political map are determined by a myriad of identifying factors of which topography and language play their part, but it takes human intervention to create history.
History
Warren Christopher, the US Secretary of State during the Dayton Accords, noted a few years later: "When talking about a current event involving the Balkans, the story can seldom begin with what is happening today. Revisiting history is a prerequisite for getting to the point where something contemporary can be described or discussed. The Dayton peace conference is no exception; the past is essential prologue." 8 Twenty years after the Dayton Accords, the conference itself has become part of history. Although Dayton was about bringing the war in Bosnia to an end, it remains the determining factor for the complexity of the current Bosnian constitutional arrangements. Any hope that local politicians would find a way to govern in the interests of all peoples remains lost in historical reverberations. The recent guilty judgement at The Hague tribunal against Radovan Karadzic, Bosnian Serb war time leader, and the acquittal of Serbian radical Vojislav Seselj have re-awakened regional enmities and historical perceptions. It is often hard for external observers to understand the 15 So when the 1990s' leadership of Yugoslavia chipped away at the glue of "brotherhood and unity" that Tito had imposed on the county, they used both geography and history to stake their claims. Yugoslavia, formally the Kingdom of Croats, Serbs, and Slovenes, consisted of six republics and two autonomous regions, Vojvodina and Kosovo. It was not a natural construct: from the Napoleonic wars to the Balkans wars and the World Wars, all ensured that borders were never constant ( Figure 3 ).
There were simmering tensions that lay beneath the veneer of an enlightened socialist federal state that ought to have embraced the consequences of the fall of the Berlin Wall with vigour and optimism, but instead pressed the self-destruct button. In 1991, as today, international attention was focused on the Middle East, perhaps distracted, by Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, but also by the political turmoil in Moscow. So when the first shots were fired in Yugoslavia, there was wishful thinking that it was a little local trouble. Western logic still saw the potential for Yugoslavia, while Balkan emotion played on nationalism that had emerged during the 20th century after more than 500 years of Ottoman rule over most of the region.
It is hard, especially for a local, to find a truly objective historical account of Balkan History, or one where the facts where presented cannot be interpreted in a myriad of ways. "The history we learned -which was not in fact history at all -made it easier for us to abandon reason in favour of pure emotions. 
Confronting aggression
A question that resonates today is how the international community responds when violence erupts inside a state. It was the destruction of the Eastern Slavonian town of Vukovar in 1991 that brought the full horror of the impending humanitarian disaster to our Western screens. Europe prevaricated and procrastinated and the fighting factions entrenched themselves. Worthy declarations by western politicians of the need for peace, agreed by all member states, may make politicians feel that they are doing the right thing, but they are ignored by the fighters on the ground. The warring politicians have to receive the international special representatives such as former British Foreign Secretaries Lord Carrington, David Owen and former US Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, but they merely use these meetings to get their position across rather than seek mediation. A former US official recalls: "I remember well the 1990-91-92 period and can say with 100% certainly as I was part of the inner circle working on these issues -NO ONE in any Western government was willing to even consider the use of military force or any sort of armed element as peacekeepers as the predictions made a few years earlier by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (that is the only paper that I know which has been made public 17 ) came true. It is fascinating to me that in this case our intelligence agency, acting on its own, very accurately predicted what was going to happen and was totally ignored. While in the case of Iraq our agencies were pressured to This goes on year after year and then, after the West has been forced to use force, or finally a peaceful solution to the political problem is resolved, there is an expectation that a corrupt free government and civil society will emerge like a miracle, not out of the ashes but from a firm foundation of criminal bedrock. Now criminality and brigandage are not new to the Balkans. The clan structures of Albania and Montenegro have for centuries led to a belief that the law plays no part in clan life. The clan comes first. Politicians have been either in the pay, or have owed a debt to criminal groups. Montenegro became, perhaps, the most prominent in the headlines with speed boats crossing the Adriatic loaded with cigarettes. Yes, they were breaking international law, but how else was an economy that was already at rock bottom going to survive? Now in the West, our politicians and diplomats say to those on whom sanctions have been imposed: "admit you are wrong and come to the negotiating table and we will lift sanctions if you meet our demands." Sanctions often make Western politicians feel that they are doing something about a problem and that the politicians, businessmen, or oligarchs are being punished. Yet they continue in power and the people suffer. The political propaganda of the state blames the West for the population's ills, and there are few mechanisms for an opposition to challenge the perceived wisdom. Sanctions are a two-edged sword and leave a legacy of criminality that it is difficult for new democratic institutions to shake off. When sanctions are lifted, Western institutions then put in place strict conditions for investment which in turn leads to the failure of "Liberal Imperialism." 
Liberal imperialism
The West in recent decades has shown a desire to intervene to change other countries political systems, or halt conflict, but is reluctant fully to impose that change for fear of being accused of colonialism. Thus there is an initial refusal to use force in the first instance (because nobody wants to go to war), and then when force is used and peace imposed assumptions are made. There is a tendency to assume that the peoples of a country want to live like in a western image and will automatically understand what is expected of them, without international administrations having to put in time, resources, and effort to effect lasting change. Look at the centuries of democracy, and decades of peace in Western Europe, and the assumption is made that the rest of the world, let alone the European continent, want what the West has and will learn. Too many assumptions are made about human psychology, about electoral behaviour, and about politicians' ability and willingness to lead.
Why are Western politicians and commentators surprised when their sensible and fair peace proposals are rejected? Why is there surprise when populations vote in nationalist and/or corrupt politicians? In Germany after the Second World War, the first elections were 4 years after the end of the war and there were clear restrictions on who could stand for election. Yet in the Balkans attempts at both peace plans and post-conflict elections have left the West powerless, and the local politicians struggling to form meaningful executive government. This does not mean that there are not politicians with vision who are prepared to work for the greater good, but they are shackled by the constraints of raw history, corruption, and a lack of sufficient numbers of capable politicians and civil servants able to deliver the deep reforms required. In Bosnia in the Office of the High Representative, the international Contact Group gave itself the powers to intervene but, Paddy Ashdown aside, few have been able to exercise leadership and authority that would be in the interests of the country. The current incumbent, Valentin Inzko, looks like the proverbial "emperor with no clothes." He is deeply knowledgeable and completely without the authority to exercise strategic leadership. It was only ten months after Dayton that Bosnia held elections that served to entrench nationalist divisions and has led to the "democratic" stalemate of today. How can people, in a few months, absorb the implications of democracy after decades of communism culminating in years of conflict?
Weak institutions
The West rightly heralds the increase of democratic states in the world, providing of course that those who are elected reflect the Western liberal democratic standards that our peoples have learned to enjoy. Western diplomats and experts are at a loss to know how to react when the electorate do not elect the "right" people. Collective post-traumatic stress disorder
Post-traumatic stress disorder has become overused in everyday life to refer to some societal issues that would not reach a truly scientific definition. In societies trying to rebuild after war, the relativity of experience is important. "It is not often publicly acknowledged that life after war can be as difficult and as haunting as it was during war time. 
Identity confusion
At times of stress, there is a tendency for human beings to become introverted to be closer to where they feel safe, resorting to a single identity. "The incitement to ignore all affiliations and loyalties other than those emanating from one restrictive identity can be deeply delusive and contribute to social tension." 24 For violence in former Yugoslavia to erupt people needed to protect one identity or other; identities shaped from their parents' and grandparents' bloody past. Identities that were not Yugoslav, and not European, but Croat, Serbian, Bosniak, Kosovar, Macedonian, and Montenegrin. Identities with complex origins that were simplified in a need to survive, but awakened by leaders who exploited the media and the levers of state allowing emotion to overcome logic. It was "also about the painful processes of acquiring new, and for many […] in former Yugoslavia, unwelcome and unwanted identities"
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They were confused identities shaped by history, language, and geography but ruined by power, falsehood, corruption, money, religion, and nationalism.
A European future
As the Western Balkans are coming to terms with recently formed identities, old Europe is facing its own identity crisis. Nevertheless, a common European identity of shared values is seen by the European Commission and some member states as the best hope for the future. "A European Union without the Western Balkans is incomplete." 26 The "Berlin Process" of annual summits holds regional politicians to account for working individually and regionally towards European accession. However, there are neither the external human nor financial resources to effect the sort of reform required. This limits the options. The current "let's muddle on" approach can be summarised as follows: there is no current fighting; the politicians say they want to join Europe; the European accession process is tough and buys time. Stable instability is fine, violent instability is possible but is a long shot. This approach lacks real vision. It is an approach based on limited resources and hope. It does not learn from history but rather assumes that the Balkans will sort themselves out. One could argue that as each year goes by without serious conflict, the approach is working. However, if the Balkans are on a geographical earthquake fault line, we know that they remain on a geopolitical fault line too. As with earthquakes, predicting the location and strength of any future political upheaval is no easy task. The point is that we have the ability to prevent geopolitical earthquakes, but only with preparation.
The current European vision has its good points. All six non-EU countries of the Western Balkans (Bosnia and Hercegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia from former Yugoslavia plus Albania) aspire to join. In many ways, Yugoslavia as a loose federal construct offered not much different a solution to that which Europe offers, and it failed. Yet there is a need for an overarching governance structure to avoid future conflict. There is an irony (before the possibility of closing off borders and restricting movement), in that all the Western Balkans' nations talk of joining Europe but the tensions and divisions of the break-up of Yugoslavia linger below the surface. Full membership of the EU means freedom of movement, thus breaking down the manmade borders that the break-up of Yugoslavia created. Thus whether Kosovo is part of Serbia or independent should, in theory, be largely irrelevant. Both countries recognise independently the economic necessity of membership but not the true political benefits. There should be a greater focus on the peace building aspects of the EU. The danger is that the current boundaries of the EU around the Balkans are recreating the Habsburg Krajina, reinforcing historical fault lines. There is, of course, a counter argument. There are those who believe that hard fought for independence should be maintained with pride and that Europe is not the solution. There is a Slavic and religious affiliation for the Serbs with Moscow. Putin's popularity ratings in Serbia are higher than Merkel's. Religiously minded Bosniaks are drawn eastwards to Turkey or Saudi Arabia, while the more secular might still identify with Europe. Thus even with the ethnic groupings that make up the region, there are differing approaches making the formulation of a coherent policy difficult for politicians, be they regional or international. Europe offers, with the rigours of a properly administered accession process, a mechanism to establish common standards of reform and good governance. Washington would welcome Europe, for once, solving its own problems. For Europe itself, the refugee crisis (and the responsible response of, for example, the Serbian government to it) has highlighted the importance of the Western Balkans for our security. It is in Europe's interests to build capacity, opportunity, and the rule of law such that eventual membership would not be a risk but rather a coherent convergence of ideal values. However, even the locals can lose faith and patience ( Figure 5 ).
Reducing enmity
For true lasting peace to be sustained, there is a need for societal reconciliation. It is insufficient for leaders to sit round an EU negotiating table. There is currently a surge of Yugo-nostalgia, but this tends to look backwards through a rosy tint and not forwards to focus on what brings us together in 21st century Europe. Attempts to draft common histories in Bosnia and Hercegovina have been tried since 2003. Many young are being brought up across the region, both at home and school, to have no respect for their neighbouring countries. Myths are being created about the recent war let alone battles from 600 years ago. An intelligent Serb last year stated that the massacre at Srebrenica was an international fabrication. The international community cannot impose "Truth and Reconciliation," but it does not help when resolutions are crafted in the UN that obsess on language and not on practical approaches. 27 There will not be lasting reconciliation while National Security Strategies focus on narrow regional enmity. There is an issue in Europe in that National Security is a national competence and there is no effective peer review mechanism to reform Security Services, whose oversight is often weak and focused not on a clear national need but on raking over the coals of the past, or in some cases supporting corruption and organised crime.
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National Security Strategy and Security Sector reform should be a strong focus of UK bilateral engagement, within an EU anti-corruption and good governance framework.
Institution building and tackling corruption
As "colonial" administration is impossible and there is insufficient capacity locally, we need a more structured approach to training and public servant development. It is not surprising that Serbian Prime Minister has sought help from Tony Blair Associates to focus on delivery or that the EU is funding multi-million Euro anti-corruption initiatives. It is an attempt to make the gears of government work. If we had had the imagination in 1995 to have created a University of Public Administration for Bosnia, we would now have 19 years' worth of graduates. The Regional Public Administration Faculty in Danilovgrad, Montenegro, needs much more support (www.respaweb.eu). There are many laudable projects run bilaterally but, as with the Western Balkans Investment Fund (www.wbif.eu), there is a need for a more focused co-ordinated approach across Europe to giving people the skills to run local administration in the interests of the citizen and not their pockets. The accession process on its own is insufficient. EU funds for external development should give far more to the priority of the Western Balkans and less to other parts of the world or neighbourhood countries. Focusing on the near abroad will strengthen European collective security.
There is a requirement for a much more concerted attempt at tackling corruption. In some cases, it is endemic from getting medical treatment to a child getting top marks at school, from registering a property to speeding fines. Patronage and nepotism is the Balkan rule not the European exception. There are lots of EU and UN initiatives; some good, some growing, but the cultural change required needs leadership and effective judicial systems. Some form of amnesty is required for low-level petty corruption up to 500 euros, and then to allow for a clean start when all those instances of small corruption are clearly outlawed and stigmatised with concomitant fines. Larger corruption requires stiffer sentences. The recent corruption scandals in world sport have only shown that this is not a Balkan issue, but one does not have to bribe to get a blood test in the UK or to be seen by a specialist. School teachers will not write glowing reports in the UK because they have received a bribe. There is a need for cross border anti-corruption judicial systems such that a European or international judge can sit objectively over disputes.
Degrees taught in English
One of the biggest barriers to successful reconciliation and European integration is language; not just the dialectical differences of Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian, and Montenegrin but Macedonian, Albanian, Greek, and Hungarian. The issues of minorities will never fully be solved without a neutral language. Over time, the universities of the Balkans should adopt the Dutch model of teaching degrees in English, recognising that a language of limited reach disables global engagement. The benefits of a common language at degree level would allow administration and business to work far more efficiently cross borders. There may be a risk of exacerbating a brain drain, but the outcome of offering a common administrative language would create regional employment and lessen tensions.
Plan properly for a larger Europe
European values will only survive if we work together. Much of the good work of Europe goes unheralded from infrastructure funding to small business support. The EU is bad at public relations, and the debate around the upcoming British referendum has been narrow in focus, touching on the negative aspects of expansion and not the potential for long term security of Europe's south eastern flank. The migrant crisis has shown that the Balkans are both geographically and politically part of Europe. They need to be part of European governance, as part of our collective security, both to avoid internal strife and to bolster our own defences. However, a European Union of 34 countries, without further reform, is not going to function effectively. The 2014 EU commission was right to say that there would be no expansion of the EU during the course of the current Commission up to 2019. With migrants, Ukraine, the continuing debt crisis, and the threat of Brexit, there is enough on Europe's plate for the immediate future. Europe has learned that the accession process should not be rushed and that there should not be expedient political fixes. Yet Europe offers genuine hope of lasting change to embedded Balkan cultures, by introducing clear reform processes with the aim that politicians do not act out of narrow personal interest, or limited ethnic interest, but in the wider interests of their populations and of Europe. If we are to avoid another Balkan geopolitical earthquake, the European mantle needs to be in place. Scepticism of the EU let alone an enlarged EU is rife but in twenty years' time, at Dayton 40, what will be the factors that ensure that there has not been another conflict in the Western Balkans that has had an impact on our own security and resources. As one Croatian official put it last year: the tinder is still dry, but the fuse is longer than it was. We need either to continue to lengthen the fuse, or take it away altogether. This can only be achieved through shared values.
In conclusion, twenty years after Dayton we are a long way from establishing the sort of lasting peace that Western Europe enjoys. The approach of letting the Western Balkans politicians and peoples work out the future for themselves is not leading to the degree of change required. Conflict is likely in the next twenty years if a Western European model of reconciliation is not ensured such as happened between Germany and France after Second World War, neither of whose national characteristics have been damaged by the European project. National interests can thrive within Europe, but for the Western Balkans to be truly part of the European project there needs to be a more activist approach to training the leaders of the future, to bringing about reconciliation by focusing on what is common and not what divides. Wouldn't it be good if a Prime Minister of Serbia was able to say: "Serbia and Kosovo share a common European destiny that recognises the need to build a peaceful future of co-existence. Serbian patrimony in Kosovo is best protected not by the use of force but by mutual respect and the freedom of movement for peoples and goods. On the day that both Kosovo and Serbia are granted membership of the EU then Serbia will recognise Kosovo's independence."? Wouldn't it be good if the leaders of the Bosnian parties acted in the interests of their peoples and said: "More than twenty years after Dayton we need to put the horrors of war and mutual recrimination behind us. We will now strive to improve the lives of the ordinary citizens of Bosnia by actively pursuing the European ideal that will allow all people, of whatever background, to live in a secure framework and rule of law. We will begin by adopting the common history curriculum […] "? Wouldn't it be good if Europe took an even greater concerted and focused approach to assisting the Western Balkans in realising a common vision, and did not assume that the politicians could do this on their own? This is a huge challenge for Europe, but to steal a phrase we are in danger of sleepwalking 29 into a future Balkan conflict.
Another congress?
On 23 June, Britain will vote on whether to stay in the EU. The deal on the table was negotiated through bursts of shuttle diplomacy and a couple of long nights at a three day European summit. Even with modern communications, we need more than quick fire summits to resolve the complex issues of the day. The Congress of Vienna in 1815 that set out European peace in the postNapoleonic era took nine months. The Congress of Berlin in 1878 that rebalanced Europe after the Russo-Turkish war took a month. Both Congresses sought to use diplomatic negotiation to balance competing interests in Europe in 19th century. The two World Wars and break-up of Yugoslavia in the 20th century showed that efforts to bring about lasting peace rarely last a generation. Yet Europe (Yugoslavia and Ukraine aside) has survived in peace for 70 years. For this to be achieved, national interests have been sublimated to international ones (while not losing national stereotypes or identities). There are plenty of unresolved issues in Europe from the future of Eurozone governance, to non-Eurozone engagement to the future of Ukraine (with or without Crimea), to the future of the Western Balkans and the threat of the escalation of the Syrian conflict to Turkey (ethnic and sectarian). History shows that nothing is set in stone. If Europe is now at a time of diplomatic rebalancing, then the substantial and sustained 19th century model of a Congress could create the dialogue that leads to a 100 years of peace in Western Europe, and 50 years of peace for the countries of the Western Balkans. Rather than looking at trouble spots in isolation, today's power states and groupings as well as individual states, civil society, and business can convene to find sensible, non-violent approaches to a myriad of differences. 
